Many people do question themselves rightfully so, what has went on with the enemy. And if their things truly are masks for other things. This very assumption is what has led many old Occultists to the grave. They assumed that somehow, if something represents the original, it must be somehow still good itself. So many went ahead to meddle and try to bring this into proper form.

This is like trying to make diarrhea back to a refined lobster dish from Gordon Ramsay, especially when people with zero knowledge are concerned. What's better here to actually go and eat in Gordon Ramsay's or just take someone's cultural diarrhea, such as Jewish occultism, and try to turn it into something worthwhile again...

This is what many people do when it comes to debating about Christ, looking in Jewish flick, and generally trying to find out some meaning in the bottomless Jewish shit. The majority of these things do not have any meaning, and they relate simple terms only stolen from people prior to them, who had written them in a cleaner and deeper fashion.

Because they knew what they were talking about, Jews are only using things that were left behind by the very few spiritual Jews (and converts whom they deceived into Jewishness) who made research for them and advancements in their so-called "Jewish culture". Which they later pretend it was 'god-given' or something. Their culture is active thievery, and it advances insofar as there is material and knowledge to steal. Then they corrupt it, plagiarize it, and use it to fit their own understanding of the world. Which is filth.

However, if we have two mushrooms. One that is deadly and one that is neutral. It can have quite the same form. If you do not know how to recognize the mushrooms that pop up in nature and you consume them, you can die.

With the fall of spiritual knowledge in the East, it's widely mentioned (Hindus brag about it as well) that mantras and words of power have been falsified.
They have purposefully turned them into incoherent nonsense. One example is RAMA, which is also MARA. On one hand, we have the Sun wheel, on the other one we have delusion. The Gurus are fooling people to use many of these mantras without them properly understanding what these are about. The Gurus themselves understand. For example, they purposefully give people mantras to break down their egos. Which is done constantly by the Jews as well in their "Angelical Meditations". Obliteration of the ego is necessary so that the victim is purely defenseless.

Let's take another example. I have become a numerology artisan over the years. So we can put forth two examples. One is Thanatos, and one is Athanatos. The first word means Death, while the second word means agelessness. Thanatos in Greek System adds up to 1 and 10, while Athanatos adds to 11. Imagine writing a transcript and saying to yourself you become Thanatos (death) instead of Athanatos (undying). You would die. Truly however the effects for someone that wouldn't know, wouldn't be felt. Truly the end of the word is exactly the same, only one element is changed.

The same went for Astarte, Astaroth, which later was turned by the Jews into Astoreth. Astarte in Greek numerology adds to divine numbers of impeccable meaning. However the reversal of it numerologically, the perfect 'abhorration' of it (this can also be calculated) is Astoreth. Which is the mirror both in meaning and in essence, a hardcore corruption. As such Astarte, I consider the proper, respectful, and most divine name to use, Astaroth coming second, but Astoreth is a very disrespectful name.

If someone chants Astoreth chances are they will mess up their soul, and worse. Astarte is called Astoreth in Jewish horror flick. Which many idiots take seriously. And engage in these meditations, plaguing their soul in ways they have zero understanding about. It's only a different letter amirite? No urnotrite...You're going straight to the graveyard in such cases.

The JoS has always given out tested, clear-cut mantras which are fully positive. This is the reason we haven't given gorillions of useless "Angelical names" and all sorts of other flick in order to confuse. But only related the things that one tests and they know for 100% these are positive. For themselves. The enemy swarms with 'angels', 'names of god' and many other things of which they have zero knowledge about. Others are thoughtforms, others were pulled out of some Rabbis ass, while others are
truly meant to destroy and others are perverted to ranging extents.

The same thing happens in the Qlippotic Kabbalah of the enemy. Slight alterations all over the place, some blatant, some even more blatant to the point the original meanings are hidden and/or lost. Obviously the Rabbis in Israel have an insanity for secrecy, do you think they would give out the names of their thoughtforms? These only leaked out by accident and those who did this became socially exempt and excommunicated.

They instead constituted corrupted information and pushed it out. Such as the information of the Rosicrucian, the Golden Dawn orders and many other things. The people did these, corrupted themselves slowly, and then ruined themselves as a result. Which is where enemy spirituality ends with. This is because they have been fools that since something resembles the original, is somehow still good to do.

Which is what many Rabbi Jesus retards believed at first when the hoax came out on the Rabbinical Hoax being a "Solar Deity". Many people, even people here, assume this horrific lie because it is 'scholarly' supported. In other words, everything else going against it was burned. Such as for example how Rabbi Yeshua was stolen from the story of Apollodorus, a seer with godlike powers that lived at a similar time. Apollodorus means gift of Apollo, the God of the Sun. Every now and then people of exceptional ability existed in ancient times.

Like an infection that starts, the symptoms appear weeks later. In the same case the symptoms of genocide, mass ignorance, and destruction of spirituality to the brim. However, when the virus appears it has to assume a form that doesn't look dangerous.

So, to those who are foolish enough to assume that the Jews, who want you dead, somehow gave you anything important, don't say we did not warn you. I myself have written the sternest posts in regards to this all over again, which many 'studied' ones it may look as fanaticism. Lately, others have related to you about further reasons and how this can be dangerous.

If an infection is using a healthy cell (Pagan knowledge) to infect somebody (The Gentiles) this does not mean that the infection itself is good, nor its product. The Jews do the same thing in everything they ever do.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666